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Abstract
Several nations are engaging in development and production of
directed energy weapons. Recent scientific advances now enable the
production of lethal lasers and high-powered microwaves. The current
growth and development in this emerging area strongly suggests that
directed energy weapons of lethal power will reach the battlefield before
2010. Since proliferation of lower power laser weapons has already
happened, it is likely that proliferation of high power or high energy
weapons will occur as well. This paper expands on this development and
posits potential impacts on a plausible future battlefield, developed in part
from the Alternate Futures of AF 2025, where all comers deploy lethal
directed energy technologies. From these impacts, which span doctrine,
organization, force structure, and systems design, this paper recommends
changes to better posture the United States for this potential future.
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I. Introduction
Directed energy technologies are not new. Laser research began in
earnest in the United States during the space race of the 1960s, and
research in microwave physics can be traced back to the atomic energy
program in the late 1930s.1 What is new is the power and energy output
levels being achieved by devices in our laboratories and in the field.
Recent developments include megawatt-class (millions of watts)
continuous wave lasers that have shot down aerospace vehicles, and a
system of lasers at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories that combine to
produce a very short laser pulse with a peak power output of five
quadrillion (5,000,000,000,000,000) watts.2 As the output of directed
energy sources continues to increase, so does the potential for desirable
battlefield effects. Within the next twenty to thirty years, laser and
microwave weapons will place surface, airborne, and space forces at
increased risk at greater distances. Lethal ranges for these new weapons
will increase to hundreds of kilometers. As a result, laser blinding will
rapidly become the least of our directed energy force protection worries.
The purpose of this paper is straightforward and simple: to
establish a vision for how directed energy weapons could revolutionize
military affairs in the future. To achieve this, the paper will first describe
the developments in directed energy technologies that have led us to the
crossroads at which we now stand. Specifically, it will examine the
development of four types of directed energy technologies: continuous
wave lasers, pulsed lasers, continuous wave high power microwaves, and
pulsed microwaves. This paper will also examine the trends in the
proliferation of these technologies to postulate where the future may lead.
From these trends, the paper will examine the battlefield of the future,
where the likely impacts of directed energy weapons will be explored.
From these impacts it will be clear that changes to our doctrine and
equipment will be required to maintain a viable expeditionary force.
Many of these changes will be time consuming, difficult, and expensive.
Lastly, this paper will offer recommendations as to how the Department of
Defense and the Air Force can better position our nation to be ready for
the future.
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II. Directed Energy Technologies
Continuous Wave Lasers
Dr. Charles Townes of Columbia University pioneered Microwave
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (MASERs) in the mid
1950s. Over the next several years, he worked to extend his MASER
concept to the optical regime to generate visible and near-visible radiation.
Dr. Townes’ work laid the foundation for the creation of the first ruby
crystal laser in 1960 by Dr. Theodore Maiman of the Hughes Research
Laboratories.3
In his position as Director of Research at the Institute of Defense
Analysis, Dr. Townes strongly advocated military research on lasers with
the eventual purpose of weaponization. In spite of his unwavering
support, he also cautioned that considerable basic research was needed to
fully understand the fundamental principles of laser physics before
operational systems could be produced.
Following Townes’
recommendations, the Air Force took the lead in laser research during the
1960s under the auspices of the Air Force Special Weapons Center
(AFSWC). In 1962, AFSWC obtained funding from the DOD’s
Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) to begin investigating the
vulnerability of military systems to laser radiation and to begin laser
device development. The Air Force eventually transferred most of the
basic research on lasers from AFSWC to the newly formed Air Force
Weapons Laboratory (AFWL). Over the next decade and a half, Air Force
laser research efforts focused on the development of laser devices and
optical components, including efforts to increase output power, efficiency,
and beam quality. By 1966, AFWL researchers had successfully
demonstrated a carbon-dioxide (CO2) gas dynamic laser (GDL) with an
output power between 500 and 700 watts. In 1968, a follow-on
Experimental Laser Device produced an output beam of 77,000 watts,
which reinforced the idea that laser technology could eventually be fielded
on airborne systems.4 Hence, the quest for laser weapons charged
forward.
In 1969, as a result of the early successes in GDLs, the U.S.
government made a major commitment to build a one-megawatt (1-MW,
or 1,000,000 watts) device by the end of 1971.5 While the project
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encountered delays, the laser was eventually finished in 1972 with a
demonstrated output power of 0.5 MW. Initially, beam control difficulties
resulted in an inability to optimally concentrate the energy on a spot of
small size.6 While these beam control problems were solved, some of the
early high energy lasers encountered engineering challenges associated
with power output damaging some internal components. In spite of these
challenges, by 1975, several high power lasers had been successfully
demonstrated. Pratt and Whitney had developed a GDL with an output
power of 500kW (500,000 watts) in 1972, and Northrop developed a laser
with between 0.5-1.0 MW of power.7
Meanwhile, new experimental efforts to track moving targets had
begun. A proof-of-concept demonstration called Project DELTA (Drone
Experimental Laser Test & Assessment) integrated Air Force Laser 1, an
experimental gas dynamic laser, with a pointing and focusing system.
Project DELTA achieved a spectacular success on 14 Nov 1973 when the
laser system tracked, engaged, and successfully disabled an aerial drone at
the Starfire Optical Range at Kirtland AFB, NM. This achievement
resulted in the transition of this technology to the Airborne Laser
Laboratory (ALL) onboard an extensively modified NKC-135.
The ALL was built to prove the physics and lethality of lasers in an
airborne environment. Equipped with a 400 kW CO2 GDL, it would
demonstrate the potential for directed energy weapons in airborne combat.
In May 1983, the ALL acquired, tracked and disabled five Sidewinder airto-air missiles. That fall, the ALL intercepted three ground-launched
Navy drones flying low-altitude profiles over the Pacific Ocean.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, attention gradually shifted to
other devices including hydrogen-fluoride/deuterium-fluoride-based
(HF/DF) systems. In 1984, the HF/DF lasers produced a 1MW beam, but
like early attempts with CO2 lasers, the beam quality at high power levels
was not optimal.8 Development of these systems continued, and in 1988,
a new megawatt-class HF/DF laser was successfully tested at White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico.
A second set of lasers was also developed in the late 1970s. In
1977, researchers at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory discovered the
Chemical Oxygen Iodine Laser (COIL). This new type of laser substituted
a chemical pumping scheme for the more traditional method of optical
pumping with flash lamps to excite the lasing species to the meta-stable
energy levels required for lasing. This new method proved to be
significantly more efficient than flash-lamp pumping and dramatically
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increased laser efficiency. By 1988, AF scientists had achieved an output
of 35,000 watts using a supersonic flow technique. The success of COIL
laser technology led to its selection for integration into the Air Force’s
Airborne Laser (ABL) Program platform, where multiple 100kW-class
COIL laser modules will be combined to create an airborne, megawattclass chemical laser for theater ballistic missile defense. By 1999, COIL
technology had advanced to the point that Boeing had proposed a 100kW-class laser system for the V-22 Osprey.9 Also in 1999, TRW, Inc.,
had completed testing of one of the Airborne Laser’s modules, a multihundred kilowatt laser that is the foundation for the multi-megawatt full
power demonstration to take place in 2005.10
While the power outputs of these devices certainly seem large,
they are meaningless unless one can describe their effects. The effects of
a continuous wave laser on a target are based on the amount of energy the
laser deposits onto the target. The deposited energy is a function of the
output power of the laser, the length of time the laser power is incident on
the target, a transmission number to account for losses between the source
and the target, and the spot size of the laser spot on the target. The energy
delivered to a target is determined by the following equation: F = P ∆t
L/A. F is the energy deposited in Joules per square centimeter; P is the
laser output power in watts (or Joules per second); ∆t is the duration of the
laser pulse in seconds; L is a dimensionless transmission number which
delineates the percentage of the laser output that actually reaches the target
(often called the Strehl number); and A is the laser spot size on the target.
To destroy soft targets (human flesh, fabrics, plastics, etc…)
approximately 1000 Joules per square centimeter are required. Extremely
hard targets such as tanks might require 100,000 Joules per square
centimeter.11 Thus, a 25kW laser with a two-second pulse length and a
five-centimeter spot size could kill a person, break an aircraft canopy, or
ignite fabrics and materials at distances where transmission is only forty
percent effective. The current state-of-the-art high energy lasers described
above can maintain this forty percent effectiveness over distances of
twenty to forty kilometers. The ABL’s multi-megawatt systems are
advertised as being able to destroy missiles at distances of over 200
nautical miles (370 km).12 Based on the American Physical Society
analysis above, at close ranges, the ABL’s laser would be capable of
destroying hard targets.
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Pulsed Lasers
In contrast to continuous wave laser devices that produce
continuous beams of light, physicists have developed a class of laser
systems that produce laser energy in short bursts. For the purposes of this
paper, pulsed lasers are defined as those devices that produce less than 0.1
second of laser dwell time before cessation of lasing to produce the next
pulse. Some pulsed lasers now in operation produce very short pulses that
are on the order of a few hundred quadrillionths of a second.13 This is
accomplished by compressing the original laser beam via diffraction,
reflection, or other methods to cause parts of the original laser beam to
travel different distances. These distances are chosen such that all of the
original beam energy can be combined and focused at a fixed point at the
same time.14 This results in a pulse that can have many times the peak
power output of the continuous wave laser. The process results in a loss
of energy in the beam splitting and recombining processes, thus reducing
the “average laser output” (an average over time that includes the null
periods between pulses). While pulsed lasers can burn through materials,
the rate at which they do so is based on their average power output. Since
the average output of a pulsed laser is less than the continuous wave
system due to losses in creating the pulse, this is generally not an optimum
use for pulsed lasers unless the pulsing offers other advantages such as
minimizing thermal blooming, or laser beam distortion and expansion due
to rapid heating of the atmosphere along the path of the laser beam.
Pulsed lasers can create a unique series of effects caused by the
impact of the short-duration high-intensity pulses. The magnitude of these
pulses can be impressive. For example, in 1995, a tabletop laser at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory had a pulsed output of 100
trillion watts. While each pulse was extremely short, each pulse had a
peak power output that was twenty times greater than the entire
instantaneous electrical generation capacity of the United States of
America.15 The beamlets from this laser, only 400 quadrillionths of a
second in duration, act as powerful battering rams when projected against
a structure or material. These pulses drive an ultrahigh-pressure shock
wave into the material that can cause material failure through fracturing at
the atomic level.16 The magnitude of these shocks is extreme. Tests using
smaller devices in 1966 and 1987 yielded point impulse shock pressures
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on the order of a few megabars (a few million times atmospheric
pressure),17 which would be equivalent to over 20 million pounds per
square inch.18 Pulsed lasers have also been shown to have considerable
ablation properties, which may be helpful in producing structural failures.
As the laser pulse impacts the material, it hits with sufficient force to strip
away molecules and atoms at the point of impact. While each pulse may
not remove a huge number of molecules, some short-pulsed lasers can
deliver well over one million pulses per second, which can cause
considerable ablation of material in a short time.19
Because of the extreme intensity of their beams, pulsed lasers can
also produce a superheated region of gas, or plasma, at the point of
impact.20 Since lasers can be used to create these plasmas at predesignated points, these effects may have operational utility. In some
cases, these laser-induced plasmas may be extremely bright, and this
phenomenon may be able to temporarily blind or dazzle optical sensors.
The extreme temperatures within the plasma and its effects on the
chemical composition of the air in and near the plasma may affect
engines.21 While this author has been unable to find definitive information
on the subject, it certainly seems plausible that the ingestion of plasma at
several thousand degrees Fahrenheit could potentially disrupt engine
function in aircraft, missiles, and unmanned vehicles.
Thus, while pulsed lasers may not burn through materials as well
as their continuous wave counterparts, they have a number of unique
characteristics that may give them military utility in the future.

High Power Microwaves
A variety of sources, including radio frequency oscillators;
magnetrons; fast, high power electrical switches; and even nuclear weapon
bursts generate microwave radiation. We encounter microwave energy in
many varieties every day: radio stations in the FM and Citizen’s Bands,
airport air traffic control radio detection and ranging (RADAR)
equipment, and the ever-popular kitchen appliance that heats the average
hot dog in about twenty seconds. The effects that microwave energy has
on materials vary dramatically depending upon the characteristics of the
materials as well as the power level, pulse length, pulse repetition
frequency for pulsed systems, and the frequency of the microwave
radiation. This is why an 800-watt (illegal) Citizen’s Band radio booster
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amplifier at 20 MHz is harmless, but watching one’s dinner cook from
inside an 800-watt (typical) microwave oven would be fatal.22
While lasers generate tightly focused beams of monochromatic
(single frequency) photon energy in the visible and infrared region of the
electromagnetic spectrum, high power microwave (HPM) devices generate
much less focused beams of energy in the radio frequency range of the
electromagnetic spectrum, which spans from around 1 megahertz to
around 100 gigahertz.23
Additionally, the frequency content, or
bandwidth, of microwave signals can vary significantly. Narrow band
systems emit all their energy within a few tenths of one percent of a
central frequency. Wideband and ultra-wideband (UWB) systems can
have their energy spread across a spectrum that is as much as twenty-five
percent or more of the center frequency. High-altitude nuclear-burstgenerated electromagnetic pulses (EMP) may spread across many decades
of bandwidth within the microwave range. However, it should be noted
that high-altitude nuclear EMP does not have significant energy in
frequencies above a few tens of megahertz, whereas narrow band HPM
spectra are typically in the few gigahertz to tens of gigahertz range and
UWB spectra may contain energy in the frequency range from hundreds of
megahertz to a few gigahertz.24 Unlike lasers that operate in the visible
and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, the atmosphere,
clouds, or moisture do not significantly affect the propagation of
microwave frequencies; thus, microwave weapons can provide all-weather
capability.25 The next three sections will examine pulsed microwave
radiation from both nuclear and non-nuclear sources as well as continuous
wave microwave radiation. The effects that both pulsed and continuous
wave microwave energy can generate will also be discussed.

Electromagnetic Pulses
An extremely powerful variant of pulsed electromagnetic energy
that results from a nuclear weapon detonation is know as electromagnetic
pulse, or EMP. The bandwidth of a nuclear EMP signal is extremely
wide, ranging from tens of hertz up through tens of megahertz.
Additionally, as one might expect, the peak electric field strength of a
nuclear-generated EMP can be exceptionally high.26 Serious study of the
effects generated by EMP began in a series of nuclear tests conducted at
Johnston Atoll in the Pacific Ocean in 1962.27 Shortly after the Soviet
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Union breached a nuclear testing moratorium, the United States detonated
a 1.4-megaton nuclear bomb 400 kilometers above the Pacific Ocean
approximately 1300 kilometers from the Hawaiian Island of Oahu.28 The
experiment was code-named STARFISH. During the experiment, several
unusual events happened in Hawaii. Radio stations were shut down, street
lighting systems became inoperative due to burned out fuses, cars stopped
working due to burned out alternators and generators, and some telephone
systems failed. Not every phone, streetlight and car was affected, but
these effects were felt as far as 1000 miles from the detonation site.29
While the cause of the widespread disruption was not immediately
apparent, over the next two years researchers discovered that the test and
these events were somehow linked, and that a yet unknown property of the
electromagnetic energy emanating from the blast had wide ranging and
potentially useful military effects.30
As both the U.S. and the Soviet Union began to realize the
implications of detonating nuclear weapons in space, they drafted the
Treaty on Principals Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.
In this treaty, now with over ninety-five signatories, the deployment of
nuclear weapons in space was banned.31
Still, in their search for asymmetric advantages against the United
States, some nations may be willing to violate the Outer Space Treaty
above. Senior members of the Russian government have openly admitted
to exploring the implications of nuclear detonations in the upper
atmosphere or outer space over the United States in the event of war.32
Writings by two senior Chinese Colonels at one of China’s military senior
service schools talk plainly of “Unrestricted Warfare,” where, if China
faced the U.S. in war, they would seek major asymmetric advantages and
not confine the conflict to effects on military forces.33
The EMP effects created by a nuclear detonation over the center of
the North American continent could be very serious. A multi-megaton
weapon exploding over the central United States would spread a peak
electrical field of twelve to twenty-five kilovolts per meter over the area
within line of sight (from coast to coast) of the nuclear detonation with
considerable impact.34 To put this into perspective, electrical field
strengths of three to eight kilovolts per meter can cause temporary upset of
commercial off-the-shelf equipment, requiring rebooting computer
systems to bring them back on line.35 At field strengths above eight
kilovolts such upsets become probable. Field strengths between seven and
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twenty kilovolts per meter will cause some equipment to be damaged,
requiring component repair or replacement before systems can operate
again. Above twenty kilovolts per meter this kind of damage becomes
probable.36 These effects would be experienced by ground and satellite
based systems alike.37 The potential effect of such a detonation has been
likened to taking the entire nation and transporting it back in time to the
1890s.38 The burst of electromagnetic radiation could cause motor
vehicles, telecommunications, radio, television, computers, water and
sewer systems, and electrical generators to all stop working. While such
predictions may seem extreme, and while several government agencies
have offered more optimistic predictions, these optimistic predictions have
been openly discredited due to several methodological flaws in their
testing and evaluation procedures.39
Even more disconcerting, steps taken by various agencies to
protect themselves from interference by relatively innocuous devices
suggest the actual threat may be quite severe. For example, ‘we make
passengers on aircraft, during takeoff and landing, turn off radios, games,
and other electronic devices. Hospitals regularly place signs that
electronic devices are not allowed. Many do not want you using your
cellular telephones near their computer. Many repair shops require that
wristbands attached to the ground be used when opening electronic
equipment for repair.’40 In the end, while the exact effects of these pulsed
microwaves may in some cases be classified, and in others unknowable,
the precautions several industries take against very small emissions
suggest the vulnerability to our national infrastructure may indeed be
significant.
Worse yet, if the U.S. were attacked, the system failures will
likely compound each other. For example, if the electrical system
repairmen cannot travel to the damage site because their vehicles are
inoperative, and cannot get their vehicles repaired because the local repair
shop has neither electrical power nor the phone service to order spare
parts, then serious delays will result. The problem is further compounded
with the electrical repairmen not even knowing a repair is needed because
they are unable to communicate with their command center. Thus, the
whole recovery process greatly bogs down and becomes slower still. If
this problem is expanded to cover nearly an entire continent, then the
recovery pace from such an event might best be described as glacial.41
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Pulsed Microwaves
Admittedly, the preceding discussion focuses heavily on the
probable nationwide disruption resulting from a (hopefully unlikely) highaltitude nuclear burst EMP. However, the adverse effects caused on
electronic equipment by microwave radiation are not unique to nuclear
EMP.
Air Force laboratories have made substantial progress in
developing microwave sources and antennas that are powered by much
more mundane power systems than nuclear explosions. Currently
available laboratory sources can produce one gigawatt of power for a few
nanoseconds from a source weighing only forty-five pounds. A slightly
larger 400-pound source can produce 20 gigawatts of power for the same
few nanoseconds.42 By comparison, the total power production output of
the Hoover Dam is only 2 gigawatts.43 These microwave systems can
affect electronics in much the same way as described in the EMP
discussion above, albeit their effects are significantly more localized.
Unfortunately, the technical expertise and vast resources of U.S.
military laboratories are not necessarily required to develop effective
microwave weapons. For example, according to some sources, relatively
small devices can be built by individuals using parts available at
commercial stores or through mail order, placed in a van, and be capable
of effecting buildings across a street.44 A small suitcase bomb, which
destroys all computers within the radius of its “detonation,” has been built
in Russia and reportedly has been sold to the Australian military. The
price was around $100,000.45 These devices can produce electrical field
strengths of up to 100 kilovolts per meter with a tunable pulse rate to
ensure maximum effect on the target.46 If the claims made by the
designers of such devices are even partially accurate, these systems are
capable of disabling electronics over predetermined areas, and U.S.
systems are currently vulnerable.

Continuous Wave Microwaves
Most people are familiar with the most common effect of
continuous wave microwaves. It heats their foods. This heating is due to
the microwave energy exciting the water molecules within the food
causing its internal temperature to warm. From a physics standpoint, there
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is nothing to prevent microwaves being used on living tissue, and research
on the biological effects of these waves has been conducted for the past
seventy years.47
The initial research into the effects of microwaves on living tissue
began in 1931 with experiments examining the capacity of radio waves to
induce unusual rhythms into the heart.48 By the mid 1940s, research
expanded to examine possible relationships between microwaves and the
unusual incidence of cataracts in the eyes of personnel who worked in the
microwave industry.49 By 1957, the scope of research expanded further as
scientists probed the death of a young military member who died from an
apparent overexposure to radar energy.50 Research on effects of large
doses of microwaves on various human organs continued through the
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. The exposure of Moscow-based U.S. Embassy
personnel to low levels of microwave radiation in the 1970s fostered a
new round of research. Scientists began examining the long-term effects
of low-level microwave exposure. This research continued to expand, and
as of today, there are at least 957 separate open-source research
publications on the medical and biological effects of microwave
radiation.51
Throughout this research, scientists have demonstrated a myriad of
microwave effects among which are biological changes on the cellular
level, changes in brain chemistry and function, changes in cardiovascular
function, creation of lesions within the eye, temporary incapacitation, and
even death.52 Early research in microwaves also showed that low dosages
over long periods could cause changes in the formation of cells in lung
tissue and decreasing lung function;53 changes in calcium ions affecting
brain and cell function;54 changes in blood chemistry;55 changes in
immune system function, some favorable and others adverse;56 and
increases in histamine production.57 In addition, microwaves have been
able to produce performance-degrading effects. For example, microwaves
have been able to turn alpha waves into beta waves in the brains of some
animals, and a recent Pentagon briefing indicated that effects such as using
electromagnetic waves to put humans to sleep or heat them up have been
explored.58 This research seems to have been confirmed by the Marine
Corps Electromagnetic Weapons Project in the early 1980s, which
discovered that electromagnetic radiation could be used to cause mammals
to release eighty percent of the natural opioids in their brains, placing
animals in a stupor.59 Substantial research has been conducted into the
pain-inducing effects of heating the outermost epidermal layers, and the
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U.S. Marine Corps has conducted area denial demonstrations with this
technology.60
Lethal effects are also possible. The Washington Post reported in
1987 that the Soviet Union had used radio wave weapons to kill goats at a
range of one kilometer.61 Research conducted at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory was conducted on an electromagnetic gun what would “induce
epileptic-like seizures.”62 Another was a “thermal gun what would have
the operational effect of heating the body to 105 to 107” degrees
Fahrenheit. Such effects would bring on discomfort, fevers, or even
death.63 The Russians may have even been able to use electromagnetic
energy to create a “voice of God” effect.64 If true, microwave energy may
have uses in the information operations realm as well.
What is even more interesting are the power levels needed to
create these potentially debilitating effects. Research by French physicist
Jacques Thuery suggests that many of the uses mentioned above can be
conducted with only a few milliwatts of energy per square centimeter on
target. Even the most extreme uses involved energy of only around 550
milliwatts (slightly more than ½ watt) per square centimeter.65 These
energy levels are important when compared with the power generation
capabilities mentioned above. As a result, continuous-wave radio
weapons (microwaves) may have significant military uses as we move into
the 21st Century.
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III. Future Developments in Directed Energy
Weapons
The most effective way to cope with change is to help
create it.
--L. W. Lynett
Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to
win or lose.
--Lyndon B. Johnson
Futurists tell us that there are three basic ways to attempt to
determine the future. One is to find a highly regarded expert and have him
or her predict the future. The second is to use trend extrapolation. This is
often used in science where one extrapolates from past developments to
predict the future. Moore’s Law of computer chip speed is an example.
The last method is to use alternative futures.66
As stated earlier, the purpose of this paper is to take a realistic look
at what impacts directed energy might have on the battlefields of the
future. As a result, using an alternative futures methodology to predict
scientific advancement is unnecessarily cumbersome. The futures would
bound the problem, but the purpose here is not to look at the extreme
possibilities but to examine mainstream probabilities. Thus, this section
will draw upon the expert testimony in part two, and will generally
extrapolate the trends in directed energy developments to posit a state of
technology likely to exist in the 2020-2030 timeframe.67

Continuous Wave Lasers
Figure 1 details the development of laser power of operational inthe-field devices over the past 30 years. As the chart shows, initial growth
in power output was rapid and exponential. The curve has flattened
somewhat in recent years. Still, extrapolating these trends to the 2025
timeframe suggests the state of technology will allow deployment of lasers
in the five to ten megawatt (MW) range. From these trends, this paper
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posits that the technology will exist to field tactically significant lasers on
small to medium sized aircraft, and on large ground vehicles by 2025.
Larger devices, perhaps exceeding 10 MW, will likely be fielded as fixed
ground stations. The effects of such devices would yield fighter aircraft
laser systems capable of destroying hardened vehicles at short ranges,
destroying surface-to-air missile sites at extended ranges, and destroying
enemy fighter aircraft at ranges well beyond 100 kilometers.68 The more
powerful surface-based systems would have the capability to engage
airborne targets at ranges beyond that of the Airborne Laser, and at
approximately ten times greater range than the airborne systems
mentioned above. These fixed systems will have two advantages in terms
of scaling for greater power. They will not need to be miniaturized to fly,
and they will be less limited on the amount of chemical or electrical power
they to which they will have access.
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Figure 1: Continuous Wave Laser Power Development Over Time
(2025 Extrapolated) 69
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Pulsed Laser Power Output over Time
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Pulsed Lasers
Like their continuous wave cousins, pulsed lasers have also
increased exponentially in power over the past thirty years. Since no
weaponization has yet occurred with this type of laser, it is difficult to
reasonably extrapolate trends for the future. This paper posits that
derivatives from the current level of technology in the laboratory will
make it to the field in the next twenty years.71 Terawatt-class devices
may be flying on fighter-like aircraft in the 2020-2030 timeframe.72 Due
to weight and size constraints, it seems likely that multi-Petawatt pulsed
devices will be relegated to ground stations. Still, as the figure below
indicates, extremely powerful devices are likely in this timeframe,
providing significant military utility. For example, the LawrenceLivermore 5-petawatt device was capable of generating temperatures at
the impact point of several million degrees. Plasma creation, ablation
through significant metal thickness, and some all weather capability
become possible with lasers of this power.73
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Continuous High Power Microwaves
Microwave effects differ from lasers because the effect on the
target is only partially dependent on the power output of the microwave
device. With microwaves, the specific frequency, bandwidth, and
transmission device all have direct bearing on the effects sustained at the
target. Nonetheless, power output capability for future microwave
weapons will increase in much the same way as the laser devices already
explored. With this power production and improved portability,
microwaves will enable a very different set of effects-based operations on
future battlefields.
As was discussed earlier, continuous wave microwaves can have a
variety of potential effects ranging from an intense sensation of heat on a
person’s skin, to causing incapacitation, to even causing death. The Air
Force Research Laboratory has weaponized such a system for non-lethal
effects, and it is being tested in conjunction with the Joint Non-Lethal
Weapons Directorate.74 This paper posits that the development of
microwave weapons will continue in the next twenty to twenty-five years.
If the United States fails to lead this change, it may be forced to follow the
lead of other developed nations.
In the future, continuous wave microwave devices will likely find
uses for area denial, force protection, or for non-lethal incapacitation of
forces minimizing loss of life.75 It is likely this technology will also be
developed as a lethal weapon in the form of a “death beam” type device.
The wide beam-width of microwave transmission systems, which for some
systems are measured in tens of degrees, will enable these effects to
become widespread potentially covering large sections of the battlefield.76
Thus, microwaves can be viewed as an area weapon. As a result, a
different thought process must be used in choosing target sets and setting
objectives. Used defensively, the nature of microwaves may reduce the
importance of the element of surprise and/or the value of some stealth
technologies.

Pulsed Microwaves
In addition to being broadcast as a continuous beam, microwaves
can be emitted in short pulses or bursts of short pulses. These pulsed
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microwave devices in future warfare will likely come in two basic forms:
nuclear driven EMP weapons and conventionally driven pulsed devices.
Nuclear device driven EMP waves will likely change relatively
little over the next twenty years. Limitations such as the nuclear test ban
treaties will certainly hinder revolutionary advances in this area.77 Still, as
was shown in part two, peak electric fields of twelve to twenty-five
kilovolts per meter will be possible within line of sight of any nuclear
detonation. This includes space. Should an adversary launch such an
attack, non-EMP hardened electronics would likely be destroyed in an
area covering between one million and several million square miles, with
severe damage possible out to 1000 miles.78
Conventionally driven high power microwave sources will also
have a significant effect on future battlefields. These weapons will have
long reach, deep magazines, and will be of scalable size. While larger
devices will be mounted on ground or air vehicles, some smaller devices
will be hand held.79 The larger vehicle mounted devices may be capable
of interdicting over 100 targets per mission. Further, these weapons will
likely have considerable reach. It is not unreasonable, “that a single high
power microwave weapon could destroy the entire air defense system,”
and have a similar impact on the entire command and control network,
possibly eliminating the ability to manage military assets.80 While it is
possible to defend against such attack, it is currently very difficult and
quite expensive to harden systems and facilities against microwave attack.
Another area in which additional advancements may occur in
pulsed microwave technologies is in the use of wideband pulses. Many
microwave and radio transmitters today broadcast on a single carrier
frequency, or in only a limited set of frequencies. This has led to
programs hardening systems against pulses of a specific frequency. The
enhancement of wideband microwave pulse technology will enable the
destruction or disabling of those systems hardened against only parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum. Thus, only those devices hardened against
the entire electromagnetic spectrum will likely survive wideband
microwave pulses.81
The real question is what all these technological developments
mean for future warfare. To try to answer this question as completely as
possible, we will look at a future scenario in the 2020-2030 timeframe.
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IV. The Persian Gulf War of 2025
A moment’s insight is sometimes worth a life’s experience.
--Oliver Wendell Holmes
The following scenario is for illustrative purposes only. It is
designed to raise some of the doctrinal, strategic planning, and operational
issues that directed energy weapons will pose. To posit the U.S. as the
only owner of these weapons produces a rather uninteresting scenario of
rapid U.S. victory. The key challenges to our future warfighting capability
will occur when our opponents also possess modern weapons, and when
the U.S. is responding in an expeditionary mode. This future picture is
murkier, and the outcome is much less certain. The following scenario
uses real places, and in some cases real people; however, it is not a
prediction of what will happen, only a plausible future of what might
happen.82 It has its roots in two alternate futures from the Chief of Staffdirected study, Air Force 2025, specifically the worlds of “2015
Crossroads,” and “King Khan.”83

The Rise of China
What was called the American century has given way to the Asian
Millennium.84 The economies of South East Asia became progressively
more intertwined in the early years of the twenty-first century. By the
year 2000, over seventy percent of the wealth of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Singapore was in the hands of ethnic Chinese.85 The trade
between the Chinese in the area and the mainland helped the mainland
economy grow rapidly.86 In late 2000, many estimated the Chinese gross
domestic product to be in the neighborhood of $5.6 trillion, with annual
trade with the U.S. at over $58 billion.87 After the economic slowdown in
2002-2004, China’s economy continued to grow at around 8 percent per
year, and passed the U.S. economy in total size by 2011.88 By 2012,
Chinese GDP passed $12 trillion on its way to the $29 trillion mark in
2025, the same year the United States economy crossed the $18 trillion
threshold.89
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This robust economic expansion paved the way for China to
modernize its military. China increased military spending over 200
percent between 1988 and 1995, and although the pace of growth has
slowed somewhat, China’s defense spending continues to increase.90
China began a restructuring of its military in the late 1990s and continued
this during the decade that followed. China began to change a mammoth
military equipped with aging and dilapidated equipment into a smaller but
more capable force.91 China purchased Sovremenny-class destroyers in
the late 1990s,92 and began construction of its first aircraft carrier in 2006.
The construction of the carrier proved more difficult than expected, and
the carrier and its attendant aviation wing were not completed until 2012.
Seeking to bolster its force projection capability, China embarked on a
program to build a new group every four years until it had seven carrier
groups in its fleet. By 2025, four carrier battle groups were in operation.
China was also concerned about its ability to project ground forces. A
program to build new amphibious vessels was begun in 2005. Today, in
2025, China has sufficient sealift to land three divisions ashore at a point
of its choosing.
Well aware of the value of asymmetric weapons, China began
investing in directed energy weapons in the late twentieth century. By
2025, China had equipped her naval vessels with 50 TW pulsed laser
cannons; pulsed microwave beams capable of inducing kilovolt electric
fields in unprotected circuitry at distances of several tens of miles, and
continuous wave microwave devices for point defense, area denial, and
adversary troop incapacitation. Airborne laser systems, while less
powerful, were capable of destroying a tank at ten miles, and engaging an
adversary aircraft at more than 100 miles in clear weather. Microwave
defense shields were in place around all military assets, capable of
disintegrating the circuits of any guided weapon that approached within
ten kilometers.93 Aware of the impact of directed energy technologies,
and with asymmetric use of these technologies a central theme of their
defense plans, China maintains a redundant command and control system
with both digital and analog communications. Hardening against use of
these devices has been incorporated into all vessels and vehicles built
since 2012.
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The Rise of Iran
Iran began the twenty-first century in economic crisis. The
national GDP had been flat from 1997-1999, and international debt had
risen to over ten percent of GDP.94 As oil prices rose in the spring of
2000, Iran experienced a balance of payments influx that began to bolster
the economy at a rate of over five percent per year.95 Iran’s economy
remained tied to the fortunes of its oil exports, which served the nation
well over the period. Iran had over 105 billion barrels of crude oil
reserves with many regions of the nation unexplored at the beginning of
the century. This was in addition to owning nearly one seventh of the
world’s natural gas reserves—roughly one quadrillion cubic feet.96 As a
result of its vast oil wealth, Iran paid off its international debt by 2007, and
its economy continued to grow throughout the period. As the economies
of Asia grew stronger, and as their demand for oil became greater, trade
between Iran and China more than quadrupled in this period. Further, as
Iran fulfilled China’s need for oil, China acted as Iran’s primary supplier
for arms and a strategic partnership was formed.97
In 2025, Iran has a GDP of approximately $1.4 trillion (constant
2000 dollars), and a population approaching 120 million.98 It has an
armed force of over 450,000 with over 400 tanks, half equipped with
directed energy weapons, and 400 combat aircraft, including two wings of
recently acquired stealthy Chinese fighters. Iran has fielded a submarine
fleet of an estimated 100 vessels, several of which are capable of extended
silent running, and has constructed several ultra-high-energy laser and
high power microwave weapons on the islands in and on the mainland
around the Straits of Hormuz.99 These weapons have on-site generation
capability, and are tapped into the national power grid for augmentation.

The Theocratic Government of Saudi Arabia
The reign of King Fahd came to an end in late 2011 as a result of
an uprising by the religious clergy within the kingdom. Efforts by
CENTCOM Commander to maintain an American presence over the first
ten years of the century received support at home and were begrudgingly
accepted by King Abdullah as a continuing counterbalance to Iraq, and
later to Iran.100 The continued presence of Americans on what was
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considered “Holy Ground” by most Muslims in the region continued the
downward trend of stability within the Saudi Kingdom.101 Feeling “more
is better” the plans to jointly exercise U.S. and Saudi forces developed by
the CENTCOM staff only exacerbated the problems.102 As a result,
uprisings began in 2012, which the Saudi military forces were hardpressed to control. In the end, the unwillingness of the Saudi army to kill
their countrymen and esteemed religious clerics resulted in the toppling of
the government in March 2013. The religious theocracy that came to
power requested all non-believers leave Saudi soil not later than October
of that year, and permanent American military presence came to an end.
While the Saudi economy remains intact, and the standard of living
continues to slowly improve for the Saudi people, American presence on
Saudi territory appears unwelcome unless Saudi Arabia faces imminent
invasion of their own territory.

The United States
The United States began the new century as the world’s one and
only superpower. The tax cut package implemented in 2002, combined
with increased military and homeland security spending, resulted in an end
of the budget surpluses that characterized the 1990s.103 Pro business
lobbying and a generally conservative congress resulted in no movement
within the U.S. in development of a national energy policy, or the
development of more energy efficient infrastructure. The U.S. ended the
year 2000 importing forty-nine percent of its domestic oil needs.104 It
enters 2025 importing more than sixty percent of the oil needed to run the
economy and fuel its cars, trucks, motorcycles, and aircraft.
The economy continued to grow throughout the period. The GDP
rose from just under $9 trillion in 2000 to a 2025 level of nearly $19
trillion.105 Despite the robust economy, a series of tax cuts kept federal
revenues relatively steady. Thus, while there was a recovery from the post
cold war military drawdown, this recovery has been slow. The U.S. enters
2025 with ten full aerospace expeditionary forces, which contain the F-22,
JSF, and more than twenty airborne laser attack platforms each.106 The
Army has succeeded in implementing much of the Joint Vision 2020
capabilities, but has only started the conversion to what was known in
2000 as the Army after Next. The Navy is back to thirteen carrier
battlegroups with each major combatant ship and submarine having high
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energy laser and high power microwave weapons. Powered by nuclear
plants, the weapons on the aircraft carriers and submarines are on par with
larger fixed ground stations. Stealthy cruise missiles and stealthy aircraft
predominate the air component of each of the services.

The Trigger Events
Worldwide oil production finally plateaued in 2025, peaking at 118
million barrels per day.107 Global demand continued to increase, however,
and now stood at nearly 126 million barrels per day.108 The result was that
on February 1, 2025, oil hit a price of ninety dollars per barrel (constant
2000 dollars) and threatened to reach $130 by midyear.
The economies of the world’s great powers were greatly strained
with China and the United States facing the same basic problem. Both
desired continued unimpeded economic growth--China for stability; the
United States for prosperity.109 The Chinese leadership feared a breakup
and fragmentation of the country if cheap oil sources for their economy
could not be secured. The leadership decided to leverage its long-standing
relationship with Iran to further Chinese economic needs while providing
for the attainment of Iran’s long-term goal of becoming the Middle East’s
greatest regional power. Similarly, the United States sought to leverage its
alliances to maintain U.S. access to vital world oil supplies.
In early February, the Chinese Premier conducted a summit with
the Iranian President and the leading Iranian clergy to enlist their support
for continued Chinese economic growth. This summit included covert
discussions of Chinese support to an Iranian attempt to increase their
control over all oil flow in the Middle East. In return, Iran promised
China sufficient oil to maintain their economic growth. As the summit
concluded, three Chinese aircraft carrier battlegroups, nineteen major
amphibious troop carriers with over 20,000 combat troops, and over fifty
submarines began to steam toward the Straits of Hormuz.
On February 19, Iran announced that it would use all of its
resources to supply oil solely to China. World spot market oil prices rose
overnight by fifty dollars per barrel. Qatar and the United Arab Emirates
indicated they would sell only to the West on February 21. Iran responded
by seizing all islands in the Straits of Hormuz, and declaring that they
would exercise the rights to determine which vessels may pass through the
narrow straits, which they defined as the sovereign waters of Iran. Iran
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immediately deployed its entire submarine fleet (estimated at 100 vessels),
and powered its directed energy network along its coastline.

U.S. Deployment
The President ordered a freedom of navigation exercise through
the Hormuz straits. The American aircraft carrier Independence sailed
through the straits the next day. The carrier was attacked by Iranian laser
stations, which destroyed the carrier’s laser emitter. The carrier also
sustained laser-induced gashes along the entire port side of the vessel.
The gash was thirteen inches wide and stretched from stem to stern only
fourteen inches above the water line. Minutes later, the Independence was
attached by at least six submarines. While the subs did not sink the vessel,
their torpedoes caused the carrier to take on water. As the carrier sank
further, water poured through the gash along the entire length of the
vessel. Four hours later, with its pumps unable to keep up with the flow of
water, the quick-thinking captain ran the carrier aground off the coast of
Oman to prevent the vessel from sinking. The carrier sat there, useless,
listing twenty-two degrees to port. Three other major combatants also
sustained severe laser induced damage and steamed out of the straits back
into the Gulf of Oman. Preparations were being made to tow these vessels
back to the U.S. for repair. In the aftermath, the American people and
congress reacted angrily. For the first time in nearly eighty-five years,
Congress declared war. Three nights later, special operations forces
attacked the Iranian laser station involved. In response, Iran and China
launched a massive search and destroy mission against all U.S. forces in
the Gulf region.
The Secretary of Defense issued deployment orders for the 9th and
10th AEFs to the region, and activated stages I and II of the Civil Reserve
Air Fleet. Within twenty-four hours, units from the 1st and 27th Fighter
Wings and the 92d Air Reserve Wing arrived in theater.110 Some bases in
the region were deemed unusable due to the extended reach of the Iranian
laser weapons. All facilities within seventy miles of these sites were
determined to be at unacceptable risk.111 The Saudi government denied
other bases, as they did not perceive a threat to their sovereignty.
Unaware of any threats near the bases, the heavy airlift began to arrive in
theater. However, clandestine Iranian operatives used portable directed
energy weapons to cause one C-17s and two civil reserve air fleet aircraft
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to crash while landing.112 The weapons were used to incinerate the pilots
and their clothing on short final, resulting in a loss of aircraft control. In
two cases, the aircraft crashed into parts of the base infrastructure. All
total, more than 700 Americans died on that day alone.113 Host nation
forces began to scour the countryside to find the Iranian operatives, but
were able to find only one team in the following three days. The U.S. was
faced with a difficult decision: whether to risk further deployments
without finding all the Iranian teams, or whether to place the time phased
force deployment on hold. Because the major airlines were not convinced
that their assets could be adequately protected, all withdrew their fleets
from the CRAF.114
The first aircraft and equipment arrived in Theater on February 27.
Before and during the deployment process, Iran and China launched
numerous stealth HPM UAVs that targeted each potential U.S.
deployment base and port with periodic HPM pulse bursts. Despite hostnation attempts to fend these off, many of the microwave attacks were
successful. The attacks caused damage to commercial-off-the-shelf
computer equipment that now formed nearly every workstation used for
administrative functions, command, and control. Aircraft on the field and
near the aerodromes suffered damage as well, including two jets lost on
landing. Others suffered computer systems failures because they were hit
by the HPM pulses while taxiing after landing. In the end, much of the
U.S. equipment arrived in theater damaged, and substantial repair and
replacement of equipment was going to be necessary before an effective
command and control system would be established. Fully operable base
defenses including directed energy weapons finally put an end to the
microwave attacks on 7 Mar, and the CFACC’s command and control
network was repaired and operational one week later. As a partial solution
to the microwave attacks, the CFACC initiated setup of a laser based intertheater communications system.115

Employment – War
The CFACC ordered a naval cruise missile and UAV strike against
the Iranian defenses. Iranian laser weapons destroyed the high altitude
UAVs at a range of nearly seventy miles from their targets. Only a few
missiles penetrated the laser detection network.116 Pulsed HPM signals
emanating from Iranian installations caused over ninety percent of the
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cruise missile systems that defeated the laser network to fail enroute to
their targets. While no casualties were sustained, only one major enemy
directed energy weapon site sustained damage. The AF was left in a
quandary as to how to engage fixed defenses whose firepower was in
excess of anything that could be carried in the air.
In retaliation for the CFACC attempted strike, Iran turned its lasers
skyward. As polar orbiting satellites passed within two degrees of latitude
and longitude of a fixed Iranian laser site, the weapon was used to disable
and destroy satellite components. In the first twenty-four hours, twelve
U.S. satellites were destroyed or had their optical sensors rendered
permanently inoperative. The U.S. president and secretary of defense
threatened an overwhelming response, but were initially at a loss as to
how to conduct it.
U.S. Special Forces were deployed to the theater in large numbers.
Assisted by groups of “indigenous warriors” special forces teams began
studying how to take down the Iranian integrated directed energy defense
system.117
While Iranian proxies opposed the deployment and continued to
conduct sporadic attacks, the Iranian forces made no further land
advances. Iranian directed energy weapons effectively closed the Straits
of Hormuz to all shipping not desired by Iran. The Navy regained
submaritime superiority in early May.
U.S. Navy Special Forces mounted a coordinated attack on the
Iranian coastal directed energy defenses. With air power unable to breach
the laser defenses just inland of the Iranian coastline, underwater vehicles
were used to insert Special Operations Forces. These teams targeted the
directed energy installations near the Straits of Hormuz for destruction.
The teams used portable HPM weapons to disrupt installation security
systems, and sensor networks, used portable infrared lasers to kill at
distances, and successfully breached the installations’ perimeters.118
Explosives were planted in each facility and were detonated by the
retreating teams. The teams believed all coastal installations were
destroyed. Destruction of laser batteries deep inside Iran using these
tactics was not possible due to the limited range of the Special Forces’
insertion vehicles. Despite the American victory, the spot market
continued to increase in price, and had doubled to $180 per barrel. The
U.S. tapped the strategic petroleum reserve, which kept the U.S. economy
afloat, but global stock markets were falling in the uncertain atmosphere.
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The deployment of forces continued for over two months. By
early May, the U.S. and China each had three carrier battle groups in the
region with the associated combat support vessels. The U.S. Air Force
had two AEF equivalents in theater, opposed by a recently modernized
Iranian Air Force, augmented by the Chinese, with a combined six fighter
wings of second-generation stealth aircraft. The Army had the 82d
Airborne Division, and one heavy division in theater with a sixty-day
supply of combat arms. The Marines had a single MEU-SOC off shore
being protected by one of the carrier battle groups. As of the fifteenth of
May, neither the U.S. nor Iran had any low earth orbiting space assets left
in service.
The CFACC’s first concern was gaining air supremacy. There
were two problems facing him. First, many of his fighter aircraft were
severely damaged in the Iranian microwave attacks during deployment,
resulting in an initial mission capable rate of less than fifty percent. In
many cases, avionics and flight control wiring and computer systems had
to be pulled and replaced. These repairs were not only manpower
intensive, but they required cannibalization of aircraft assigned to units not
deploying to provide the spare parts needed to return the two AEFs to
combat ready status. The second problem was how to attack the Iranian
interior defenses and the Iranian Air Force, when their ground systems had
a greater reach than the CFACC’s fighter resources.
This left the CFACC two options. Settle for temporary air
superiority when U.S. ground forces attempt landings, or engage in what
would likely be a very expensive war of attrition against the directed
energy systems of Iran. The CFACC opted initially to provide air
superiority over U.S. ground forces and not take on the entire Iranian
defense forces.
The next phase of the CFC’s plan involved taking Iranian island
and coastal territory to ensure the Straits of Hormuz were not threatened
by repaired Iranian defenses the Special Operations Forces destroyed. The
82d Airborne Division attempted a landing at Abu Musa and the MEUSOC attempted an amphibious landing at Salakh.119 The CFACC
provided fighter and Airborne Laser cover for the operation. As the C130s laden with the 82d Airborne troops approached Abu Musa, Iranian
ground forces equipped with transportable laser systems lased the cockpits
on approach. As with the initial deployment, two aircraft were downed on
final approach before the fighter cover could react. Lasers and kinetic kill
weapons were fired from the fighter cover, destroying the ground lasers as
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they were detected. During this engagement, a squadron of Iranian fighter
aircraft also engaged friendly forces using laser and other devices. In the
end, the USAF downed twenty Iranian aircraft, but sustained the loss of
fourteen, including five C-130s.
Prior to the MEU-SOC landing, and unknown to the Americans,
the Iranian coastal defense authorities were able to get one laser defense
installation back on line on a hill near Bander-e-Dulub, slightly more than
twenty kilometers from the MEU-SOC landing site. As the landing force
came within firing distance, the Iranian Air Force engaged the remaining
protective air cover with lasers and beyond visual range missiles. Both
sides sustained heavy losses. As the landing force approached the shore,
the newly recommissioned laser battery fired on the remaining protective
air cover, downing several aircraft, which caused the others to scatter. It
then turned its firepower on the landing force. Within only a few minutes,
the MEU’s combat power was effectively neutralized. The Marine force
sustained nearly thirty percent casualties; many were vaporized or burned
beyond any hope of recognition. A hastily arranged strike by several
dozen missiles overwhelmed the site’s ability to defend itself and again
took the laser site out of commission. The Marines gathered their dead;
over 500 body bags were filled. More challenging for mortuary affairs
was what to do approximately 220 Marines who were killed but whose
disintegration left no remains.
In retaliation for the landing, the Iranian defense force launched a
300-kiloton nuclear weapon and detonated it approximately sixty-five
miles over Kuwait City.120 The detonation caused virtually no damage at
the surface and though a brief burst of neutron radiation was detectable, it
fell well below lethal limits. However, the detonation sent a current
through every electrical wire within several hundred miles of the
detonation site. Virtually every computer component within the Middle
East Theater that was not located in a hardened site was destroyed. The
Expeditionary Air Force units, who deployed to bare bases in tent like
facilities, suffered near total loss of all computer and communications
capabilities. Much of the theater command and control center was
effectively destroyed, though the laser piece of the communications
system remained operative. Most allied aircraft sustained damage to their
computer-controlled systems. More than seventy percent of the aircraft in
theater were non-mission capable, but due to the command and control
difficulties, the leadership in the U.S. remained unaware of the extent of
the problem for nearly a day.
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The U.S. responded with the Carrier Task Force from the Far East.
It arrived four days later and was able to launch retaliatory strikes on Iran.
Meanwhile, the Chinese carrier groups now also in the Middle East
launched attacks on the U.S. Carrier Groups, only to be shot down at great
range by the directed energy weapons on-board the U.S. ships.
The U.S. began with a nuclear EMP detonation over the center of
Iran, and then followed up the attack with a series of cruise missile attacks
on the directed energy installations.121 This attack was successful since
the Iranian systems were down due to the EMP strike. Air Force and
Naval fighter and attack assets then began a slow parallel takedown of the
Iranian electrical generation capacity, which was a key node in their
directed energy defenses. With Iran’s defensive directed energy
technologies now reduced, a parallel warfare program was launched
against the Iranian leadership and their communications, commensurate
with the available combat ready assets in theater.
In response to the U.S. attack, Iran and China began an all out
assault with what was left of their submarine fleet. This minor battle took
on a more traditional and conventional flavor. It took only three weeks for
the U.S. forces to locate and destroy the Iranian submarines. Before that
occurred, the Iranians and Chinese managed to sink four more surface
combatants and severely damage one more aircraft carrier. In the end, the
U.S. succeeded in eliminating the Iranian submarine threat and partly
reopened the Straits of Hormuz. By the end of July, over 35,000
Americans had died, and another 47,000 were injured. Worse, the major
shipping lanes were awash in obstacles as a result of the sinking of the
vessels. By this point, the American people were frustrated and the antiwar protest movement was clearly gaining momentum. Material losses in
the Department of Defense had already exceeded $35 billion, operations
costs were over $90 billion, oil prices were still rising, and American
servicemen were coming home in body bags by the thousands.
During the submarine wars, Iran began to put its power generation
capacity back on line. They began in the Teheran region, but concealed
the actual status by leaving the power grid un-powered.122 With the two
laser batteries guarding the capital repaired, on September 2, the lights in
Teheran came back on. The Iranians used these batteries to keep enemy
aircraft from attacking within a seventy-mile radius of the capital. Near
the borders of this circle, the Iranian military constructed new laser
batteries, and extended the power supply system, gradually expanding the
area under the laser umbrella. While the CFACC attempted to attack these
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batteries, bi-static radars, and laser sensors enabled detection of the
attacking systems. Dozens of cruise missiles, UAVs and bomber aircraft
were destroyed in the attempts to keep the Iranians from reconstructing
their defense network. Within three months, the original defense network
was restored, and laser batteries on mountains overlooking the Straits of
Hormuz were occasionally operational once again. In the New Year, the
war degenerated into a quasi-stalemate. While the U.S. had the upper
hand, Iran used directed energy weapons to wage a campaign of terror
against vessels transmitting the straits. While the straits remained “open,”
many ship captains were unwilling to attempt passage.
Over one year after the start of the conflict, the administration felt
it was losing the support of the American people. Saudi Arabia offered to
broker a cease-fire between the U.S. and Iran. There was no peace, only a
cease-fire…and Iran still insisted on selling all its oil to China. In the end,
the incumbent administration elected to create a comprehensive energy
policy aimed at achieving energy independence at home.
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V. Implications and Recommendations
When one has finished building one’s house, one suddenly
realizes that in the process one has learned something that
one needed to know in the worst way – before one began.
--Friedrich Nietzsche
This paper has sought to raise the awareness of DOD on several
key issues regarding directed energy weapons in the future. These issues
should be thoroughly considered as we build our forces for the future.

The Primacy of the Defense
Since fixed sites can be constructed to make maximum use of large
power sources, and since the range of a directed energy weapon is directly
related to the power available, fixed directed energy sites will have greater
range than portable systems. This will likely cause an increase in the
primacy of defense. These defensive sites produce an enormous
conundrum for an expeditionary attack force. If the deployment base is
within the range of the fixed site, deployment may not be possible until
after the site is destroyed. If the deploying force is fully expeditionary, the
destruction of the site may not be possible via conventional means until
deployment is achieved. Even if this problem is solved, a second
challenge remains. Advances in bi-static radar and other sensor
technologies likely in the next twenty to thirty years will make surprise
very difficult to achieve, if it is achievable at all. Thus, future attack
operations against fixed sites will carry extreme risk and may require the
use of special operations forces with specialized skills and advanced,
portable, directed energy equipment. In any event, the utility of
conventional attack against such installations as it is now conceived,
becomes extremely problematic.

The Need for Advanced Stealth – Almost Everywhere
To the extent conventional attack remains possible, the need for
surprise becomes a need for stealth. However, this will require much
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better stealth technology than is currently embodied in the F-117 or the B2. New passive radars using bi-static technology will enable detection of
all aircraft that do not absorb electromagnetic emissions across the entire
spectrum. Laser sensors, which will send out laser pulses and look for
reflections, will detect anything that reflects light.123 Once these laser
sensors make it to the battlefield, the minimum threshold for effective
stealth will be a system invisible to radars, passive electronic signal
collectors, and reflected light or laser beams. This is an extremely high
threshold for success, which if achievable will likely be extremely
expensive. The cost of not having this technology will be much worse –
irrelevance in a world with sophisticated, highly effective directed energy
weaponry on both sides of the battlefield.
This level of stealth technology will be needed on all platforms
that come within the lethal range of these directed energy systems. Some
of these systems could potentially have ranges of several hundred
kilometers, which means some transport and specialized aircraft such as
the AWACs, JSTARs, Commando Solo, refueling aircraft and Airborne
Laser platforms will need to incorporate advanced stealth technology just
to perform their basic missions. The lack of stealthy airlift and tanker
platforms in this timeframe will necessitate the creation of either stealth
air refueling aircraft, or new stealth fighters with greatly extended range
similar to the former F-111, or current B-1.
This need for stealth is not limited to aircraft or the Air Force.
Naval vessels will need to be harder to detect or they will increase their
vulnerability to long range directed energy systems and reduce their
relevance in ‘brown-water’ conflict. Ground-based systems will need to
incorporate camouflage and tactical deception to avoid attack. In short,
the development of lethal directed energy weapons with advanced
detection systems will result in a need for increased emphasis on detection
avoidance in all the armed services.

Challenges for an Expeditionary Force
The advent of high power microwave weapons may create serious
problems for unhardened facilities. The expeditionary mindset of DOD
will need to include methods of ensuring communications and computer
systems are not vulnerable to electromagnetic attack, especially early in
the deployment phase. There are two possible methods to do this.
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There is substantial evidence that a combination of fiber optics and
laser communications may provide at least a partial solution to this
problem.124 Combining these technologies with optical switches currently
being researched by the Naval laboratories would clearly enable a robust
inter theater communications system. This will not solve the problem of
hardening the automation technology, nor does it fully secure the
communications between the forward headquarters in theater and
continental U.S.-based activities. To be totally effective in eliminating the
transient currents in communications and computer devices, total
abandonment of metal-based connectors, wires, circuits, and computer
chips may be necessary.125
Alternatively, a major construction program of electromagnetically
hardened facilities at all potential expeditionary forward operating
locations may also be a potential solution. To maximize readiness, these
facilities should be constructed to house all operational units, command
and control facilities, vehicles, and aircraft. These facilities will require
periodic maintenance and the permanent basing of a small cadre of
support personnel. Unless the automation technology on which DoD
depends is hardened against all bands of RF energy signals, hardened
facilities may be the only way to guarantee operability of the technology
on which our operations currently depend.
If the construction of Cold-War like hardened facilities at all
prospective forward bases is perceived to be too expensive, there may be
another method of protecting combat capability from electromagnetic
attack. If all systems, vehicles, and aircraft are designed such that all
computer circuits were located in a module that is rapidly accessible and
replaceable, then hardened facilities need be constructed only to hold these
modules. After a microwave attack, maintenance personnel would then
remove and dispose of the old aircraft/vehicle modules and install the new
ones. While this may also be expensive and will certainly require
substantial stockpiling of spare electronics parts, it may prove less costly
than constructing large numbers of electromagnetically-hardened
facilities.
The disruptive nature of directed energy weapons also places a
premium on the ability to defend the base during the earliest stages of
deployment. Since the ability to defend against directed energy weapons
is directly dependent on the range of the defensive weapon, consideration
should be given to building robust defenses at the installations overseas to
which we would deploy. If directed energy defenses are used, the range of
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the systems will be dependent on the power output of the respective
systems, which, in turn, is directly related to the available input power. As
such, permanent or fixed-site systems will have greater range than
transportable systems, and would provide a better defense of forward
operating bases, enabling expeditionary deployments to succeed. These
systems, like any permanent hardened facilities, would require continuing
maintenance by a cadre of assigned support personnel. The combinations
of these two future potential requirements result in a need for
reestablishing a minimally manned but robust overseas basing structure.
This alone will take considerable time and diplomatic effort to achieve.

Hardening of Commercial Systems
Commercial off-the-shelf systems will likely need hardening also.
Substantial research is being done in places like The Army Space and
Missile Center at Huntsville, AL, and this research has led to “eighty
percent” solutions against specific microwave frequencies. Unfortunately,
this does not address the wider range of frequencies likely to be
encountered in the future. Still, these technologies hold promise that may
protect systems from damage from attacks by some future weapons.126
However, if protection technologies do not mature sufficiently, then one of
two strategies must be pursued. Either DOD will need to procure
specially designed desktop computer systems hardened to a sufficient
level of protection, or backup systems such as Plexiglas boards and grease
pencils will need to be kept in reserve for command and control should the
computer systems fail. The latter option above will be workable if staffs
and aircrews are trained in manual methods of planning, executing,
commanding and controlling missions. However, this type of training is
no longer conducted, and we are rapidly creating a generation of officers
who lack the skills to efficiently conduct operations without automation.

Force Protection
Personnel protection will need to be enhanced. DOD’s present
mindset on laser eye protection is myopic. The real laser protection issues
for the future have to do with being able to keep our people from being
burned or vaporized by laser beams powerful enough to do so. Current
materials like Nomex can provide a couple of seconds of protection but
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are inadequate to protect against even modest laser exposure.127
Additionally, personnel protection against microwave weaponry will also
be needed. This may be possible by building a protection into outer
garments that will keep microwave energy from penetrating further, much
like a Faraday cage prevents microwaves from leaking from a household
appliance.128
Lastly, protective measures for combatant systems need to be
explored. The question of whether it is even possible to protect a satellite,
aircraft, tank, or naval vessel against high-energy lasers must be
researched. While reflective coatings may work against continuous wave
lasers (i.e., reflecting the laser using a polished silver surface), such
materials may be less effective at pulsed lasers that tend to ablate material
off of a surface. Protection against a combination of the two types of
lasers (pulsed laser ablates the surface causing it to be non-reflective,
continuous wave laser then makes the kill) may also need to be
investigated.129

Doctrine
Doctrine and tactics will need to be revised. With detection and
aiming systems good enough to kill missiles at distances of several
hundred kilometers, the primary doctrinal principle in this environment is
“He who shoots first, wins!” The corollary to this is that he who has the
longest-range weapons, wins, since the one with longest range is the one
who has the ability to shoot first. This may require rethinking national
policies dealing with shows of force and preemptive strikes.
Shows of force and freedom of navigation exercises will be highrisk operations, and as such may lose their value to diplomats and the
nation’s civilian leadership. Long-range attack from fixed-site directed
energy weapons will have the ability to cause significant damage to
surface combatants or to deploying forces. Freedom of navigation
exercises, especially in narrow passages such as the Straits of Malacca,
Straits of Hormuz, and the South China Sea, may become “turkey shoots”
to determined adversaries, placing thousands of U.S. forces at risk.
Further, the cost-benefit calculus may benefit the adversary. If he attacks
and succeeds the adversary can potentially sink or heavily damage vessels
worth billions of dollars and cause casualties numbering in the thousands.
If the adversary loses the engagement, he may lose a weapon worth a few
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million dollars and the lives of a few operators. This change in calculus
may force re-thinking of U.S. foreign policy and doctrinal alternatives
short of conflict.
Because of the combined potential of accuracy and lethality of
directed energy weapons, preemptive strikes may be one of the few viable
options. As discussed earlier, an adversary equipped with fixed-site
directed energy weapon systems could engage in several effective antiaccess strategies. If these systems remain active during deployment, the
casualty costs to the U.S. could be high. Preemptive attacks against these
sites, while risky, may be the only way to prevent large losses early in a
conflict. As such, Special Operations Forces may be a key enabler for
future regional contingencies.

Directed Energy Weapons—Are They Weapons of Mass
Destruction?
Directed energy weaponry will clearly increase the ability to wage
war. As such, one of the most important implications is whether directed
energy devices will be considered to be weapons of mass destruction. As
power outputs for these weapons improve, they will be capable of
engaging forces at extremely long ranges, and causing casualties at a rapid
pace. The issue as to whether directed energy is a new form of mass
destruction weapon will not be resolved with finality in this paper,
however, it is appropriate to examine directed energy weapons with
respect to the characteristics historically attributed to the other forms of
weapons of mass destruction.
The phrase “weapon of mass destruction” has been in our lexicon
for so long, that it has become almost synonymous with nuclear,
biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons.130 Despite this, there are a
series of characteristics that NBC weapons possess, that could form a
litmus test as to whether directed energy devices fit this category.
Historically, WMD are juxtaposed from conventional munitions by
virtue of their ability to compress the time and effort needed to kill, injure
or incapacitate.131 Further, these weapons have the ability to inflict death
and injury over wide areas, with the prospect for considerable collateral
damage.132 Other sources refer to WMD as “weapons that are capable of a
high order of destruction and/or being used in such a manner as to destroy
large numbers of people.”133 In general, it seems that weapons that cause
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large numbers of casualties, and that have the capacity for large levels of
collateral damage or indiscriminate killing are called WMD.
Figure 3 compares the characteristics of NBC and directed energy
weapons. Of the three NBC weapon types, each has a high ability to
produce casualties, a high rate of producing casualties, and is
indiscriminant in its application. Laser and microwave weapons, as
described in earlier sections, are somewhat different. While both weapon
types can be used indiscriminately, in normal operation neither fits the
criteria for WMD. Microwaves can be totally non-lethal, and both lasers
and microwaves have beams that can be aimed to reduce the potential for
collateral damage. However, like many conventional munitions,
indiscriminate use of lasers or lethal microwaves can produce widespread
collateral damage and WMD-like effects similar to the conventional
munitions used on Tokyo and Hamburg during World War II. While such
indiscriminate use would likely violate the laws of armed conflict, this
author contends that neither lasers nor microwaves should be considered a
form of WMD.
Others may reach different conclusions, and this may affect their
response to directed energy use. For example, if weaponization of lethal
microwaves occurs, then a future adversary may see this as a form of
WMD. For example, if an enemy officer comes across his soldiers lying
dead with no bullet holes or outward signs of what caused their death or
incapacitation, this adversary may conclude a chemical attack had
occurred. As a result, the adversary may respond as if WMD were used.
This is especially possible if the adversary is unfamiliar with the directed
energy technologies and their effects. Thus, even if we have used a
directed energy weapon in a precise attack, how we use it may have
profound implications for others’ interpretations as to whether WMD have
been used and how they will respond. Should the U.S. ever move toward
weaponizing these technologies, these implications must be considered.
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Casualty
Level

Casualty
Speed

Collateral Damage
Potential

Nuclear

Very High

High

Indiscriminant

Chemical

High

High

Indiscriminant

Biological

High

Medium to High

Indiscriminant

Laser

High

High

None*

High

Medium*

Microwave High/Low

* Using laser or microwave in a “scanning” role can yield collateral
damage of an indiscriminant nature.
Figure 3: Weapon of Mass Destruction Characteristics
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VI. Conclusion
Technologies for directed energy weapons are here today. They
will be considerably more widespread, more available, more powerful, and
more lethal on the battlefields of tomorrow. As such, the Air Force and
DOD must grapple with the strategic implications of these weapons, and
that struggle must begin today.
It currently takes approximately twenty years to bring new major
weapon systems from conception to production. Once procured, these
systems often remain with us for over thirty years. Thus, the plans and
programs of our Air Force today are building our Air Force and
Department of Defense force structure that will be on the front lines in
2050…twenty-five years beyond the date of the conflict posited in this
paper. As a result, for some systems in the procurement pipeline, it may
already be too late to ensure their viability on future battlefields.134
Responsible stewardship of taxpayer-provided resources demands
that we ensure our future systems are adaptable to a directed energy
environment. Aircraft such as the F-22, JSF, and Special Operations M-X,
must be able to survive and continue to perform their mission even in the
presence of intense microwave and laser radiation. While protective
systems are not currently developed, these aircraft must be built in such a
manner that it will be easy to integrate new, more survivable technologies
as they become available. The optimum mix of manned and unmanned
combat systems must also be identified and achieved. It is likely that the
increased risks associated with future operating environments will
significantly change this optimum mix, and that these changes ought to
impact current and near-term procurement priorities.
Of longer strategic concern are the mindset changes that may
accompany the arrival of directed energy weapons to the battlefield. The
ability of these weapons to destroy tent cities in seconds may require a
more hardened basing concept than is currently used. It is likely that we
will need to use bases with an in-place defense and electromagnetically
hardened support structure to which expeditionary air forces deploy. This
may require a permanent overseas base-support presence in all regions in
which the U.S. has vital interests. This in turn may require a larger overall
force structure, and the re-gaining of basing rights in areas where we have
already relinquished them as part of the post-cold-war drawdown. None
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of these proposals will be easy, and most will be expensive and require
long lead-times. Planning in these areas may need to start soon.
The most troubling implications are those that cannot now be
divined. The technology trends suggest directed energy weapons and their
associated computer tracking and firing systems will become nearly 100
percent lethal—eventually on both sides of conflicts. If this is true, and
casualty aversion remains as it is now, then if fixed sites have an
advantage over mobile forces, it may not be politically feasible to wage
war unless the survival of the state is at stake. A serious examination of
the doctrinal implications is needed. Further, if stealth technology cannot
be substantially improved, then the survivability of all surface, airborne,
and space forces is rapidly called into question. This could lead to a new
era of attrition warfare, such as those in the 1860s and 1910s. If true, then
there are also major implications for force structure.
This author claims no prescience of the future. This publication is
merely an attempt to begin a crucial debate within our Air Force and
within DOD on how best to prepare for the world that lies ahead. What
seems clear is that we have only five to ten years before earnest
preparations to meet these challenges will need to be underway. Even
with the most concerted of efforts, it will take us that long to select a path
on which to proceed. This debate is important, because directed energy
weapons promise to transform the battlefield at least as much as the rifled
barrel, and at least as much as the aircraft…maybe even more. As such
we have a choice to be proactive and lead that transformation, or be left
behind as the world changes around us. At stake is the future of the
United States and the world in which we live.
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